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Abstract: The inalienable human rights codifications form the basis of human progress. “The goal of this document is to resolve a current and significant problem regarding the convergence of human rights advocacy and the role of ICTs. It will promote efforts to advocate, educate and communicate with others, including media and political stakeholders within and outside the human rights world” [3]. The use of social media can consciously trigger the human rights movement and can also add to their outrage. Any public member or a human rights organisation sends the post, it is reasonably straightforward to explicitly concentrate public attention on social media. The present investigation tried to assess integration of online environment for human rights advocacy.
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1. Introduction

Inalienable codifications are human rights, which form the foundation for human progress. The "dignity and worth" of an individual is both a means of ending development [13]. The individual members of society became more civilized and more mindful of their rights. This increased understanding resulted in the formulation of unique behavioral styles, customs and rituals that would make man more protective and life more peaceful [1]. “The creation and full enjoyment of human rights is important for all people, for fostering an inspiring vision of a democratic, equal and prosperous world and for setting minimum standards for treating individuals and institutions and empowering people to take action to protect and defend their rights and the rights of others” [2]. “Human rights advocacy is more than just evidence; it is also about fostering societies which are friends of human rights and educated, and therefore open to advocacy” [5]. The ICT category includes all of the hardware and software that makes digital information creation, storage, transmission and receipt easier. The use of ICT provides a series of new opportunities and obstacles to human rights practice. Understanding the effect of innovation on human rights deficiency in ICT production and use [12]. This paper discusses a current and important problem concerning the convergence of the advocacy of human rights and the role of ICTs. The present investigation tried to assess integration of online environment for human rights advocacy.

2. A conceptual Analysis

“ICTs provide innovative strategies to pursue governance and advocacy objectives. However, the disclosure of detailed information on human rights and human rights organizations can jeopardize unique features and cultures” [12]. “People and their associations continue to use combinations of different tactics to accomplish their advocacy goals. Advocacy is an important part of professional development, including practices, procedures, experience and performance. It can be objected to change if both parties depend on the advocacy process” [3]. “ICT supports campaigns to advocate, inform and engage with others, including the media and stakeholders in and outside the human rights community. These incentives, however, include the evaluation of authenticity and reliability on information that is communicated, the control of mass data sources, the avoidance or elimination of safety vulnerabilities and threats for human rights activists, and the battle against media wars aimed at distorting popular expression in a digital age” [8].

The ICT's goal is to recognize representatives, create relations, communicate resources and organize action through communities, organizations and coalitions. This allows elected leaders to consider options and at the same time freely involved people in the decision-making process [11]. ICTs are exploited by human rights groups to endorse and encourage the practices of particular connections and study opportunities. This includes the ability to easily, freely and interactively touch targets and to evaluate the success of messages as well as the sophistication and segmentation of the audiences [10]. “Social mobilization ICTs encourage their citizens to interact human rights institutions by circumventing the traditional but often inscrutable public communication networks of the mass media. This still-untested optimism has encouraged creativity through social media and other public relations resources in many lobbying activities” [17]. “Human Rights Organizations' expertise has been gained of using social media to easily and explicitly bind community members of their campaigns. Public engagement in a campaign is visible by social media, collections, re-tweets and other numerical measures. The level of participation, which is part of the help strategy itself, is also obvious as messages in social media applications are incorporated automatically using hashtags” [4].
Promoting individual awareness is a way to build a culture of human rights and protects abuses. "ICTs," including online tools, mobile apps and games[12], are developing new channels of knowledge on rights and protective steps. “The emphasis is on the provision of human rights education among other web resources in addition to this provision of data. International Centres for Human Rights give free online courses” [17]. Children’s players are meant to teach human rights by playing. These programs are focused on "ICTs" ability to analyze, communicate and even be portable. They help spread omnipresent ideas about human rights worldwide, but they would only be able to defend themselves if citizens on one side of the digital divide.

3. Review of Literature

“Advocacy is an attempt to change cause, concept or rule and slowly change behavior. This leads to increased visibility of network participants through meetings, social activities and public relations campaigns” [9]. “Advocacy is a mechanism that includes individuals or organizations that normally influence public policy and assign money to political, economic and social processes and structures that affect people's lives directly” [3]. “Advocacy has various forms. : Citizens advocacy is the one-to-one relationship with a trained, unpaid volunteer who is oppressed. Typically this is a long-term partnership. Registered employees with the skills will serve as advocates for professional or specialist activism. They tend to work in short term with residents as members of people. Collective self-defence means supporting the assembly and gaining power from a collective voice” [15]. “Advocacy has always been part of a registered practice for instilling human rights society in society, building capacity through its participation and networking, mobilizing capital, lobbying without neglecting transparency, changing policy, and changing public perception” [6]. “They can include numerous initiatives conducted by an person or an organization through publicity, promotion, mass awareness raising, commissioning, publication and dissemination of information. This contributes to a free society without violation which respects the value and dignity of the person and of the community” [14]. Advocacy is viewed as a primary intervention technique for adapting human rights principles and values to real life. A truly integrated culture with human rights can be accomplished through a mutually fulfilling process that enshrines the ideals in the everyday lives of its people [10]. Knowledge has become the foundation for secure, effective sustainable development and international relations: Given that information availability is subject to various communication networks, in recent years the knowledge society has developed new and creative ways to connect people[7]. ICT, the omega alpha that removes the quietness of society today. The report prepared by Ella McPherson (2015) on "ICTs and UN Special Rapporteur's Human Rights Practices" provides an informative overview of this topic. It offers a very general summary of ICT ramifications, emerging technology opportunities and the state's resources. This paper addresses problems surrounding human rights defenders and supporters who distribute unwanted knowledge from militant groups.

4. Methodology

The study mainly aims to explore the role of ICTs in the promotion of human rights in this digital age. In evaluating the problem of security of human rights with ICT, qualitative and quantitative methods were used for the most useful outcomes. Young people have made direct online observations and interviews on "social media (Facebook, Twitter and YouTube)," and obtained data from available sources. Studies provide realistic aspects of circumstances by observing the movement of different online behaviors. Data were analyzed at the end of the observation point to establish relations with variables.

5. Result and Discussion

This study attempted to analyze the effects of IT on human rights protection. Seventy-two percent of young people on social media's most popular site said they were using Facebook like Instagram and Twitter. Most respondents who use the same tool to generate general awareness, express opinions on different issues and improve their career effectively. One query why websites should be used is for 60% of respondents to use social media sites to contact friends and relatives, for 15% to share social networks and for 10% for business networking. Online crime is cybercrime. Cybercrimes are of various kinds: hacking, theft of personal data and theft of documents. 60 percent say they are cyber-crime victims and 40% do not. Many respondents may therefore be said to be affected by cybercrime.

The young adult mostly uses social media to express his views on social issues. 58% of respondents believed that social media guaranteed freedom of speech. At the same time, 38% believed it was not so successful. Nearly 80% of respondents receive information from social media about human rights abuses and related issues. In this danger initiative, the majority (88%) of respondents and 78% were lobbied by human rights defenders, social
activists and NGOs. According to 83 percent of participants, social media helped them to increase their awareness of human rights and social security systems. Most of the respondents, i.e. 79%, have a favorable opinion of the role of social media in defending human rights. Consequently, most respondents thought that the use of social media to communicate human rights cultures has a positive influence on society as well as a way to exchange opinions on critical and socially significant information.

6. Conclusion

This study now includes a review of ICT human rights interventions. In particular, ICTs provide new avenues to fast and mobilizing audiences, directly discussing 'advocacy goals' and raising questions about human rights. The use of social media may potentially contribute to the movement for human rights but also to the indignation of citizens. The problem is human rights activism, which turns movements into lobbying by growing social media proliferation. The power of social media to viralize and spread information will easily include human rights and the conventional protection of human rights. The theory is that virality is normally connected to messages of hope, optimism and excitement. There are threats to availability of pace in social media that is based on virality. Errors harm the reputation of "human rights organizations" and thus weaken their "advocacy" effectiveness.
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